
Housing and planning

Last Tuesday the Communities Secretary of State made a speech about the need
to build more homes and to provide more affordable accommodation. His
intention to get many more homes built was clear. His local government
audience had mixed feelings about the message and the means to bring it
about.

Some local authorities do not have up to date local plans. The Minister was
right to stress to them the continuing need to do this. Developers and owners
of property look to the Council to set out in a plan which areas are
protected, where development may occur, and how the Council will provide
infrastructure to support new development. There is a need for some new
development in most communities, and a need to relate this to the roadspace,
public transport, schools, health facilities and the rest that are available.

The problems come more when there is an extant local plan. The Council may
decide to concentrate the development of new homes in a limited number of
places. This makes it easier to provide the services and transport links, and
protects more residents elsewhere from additional development they may not
want. A Council may set out enough space for the likely or required build
rate.

If the developers who own or control these chosen sites do not then build at
a fast enough rate to meet the targets, they or others may put in for
planning permission elsewhere in the area. The Council will turn it down as
against the plan. Then the Inspector on appeal may grant it on the grounds
the Council is not hitting its build rate!

Because we have created such artificial scarcity by inviting in many migrants
and not building enough homes, this gaming of the system can be profitable.
The conversion of brownfield or greenfield to development land usually
results in a big uplift in values, so why wouldn’t a developer want to
exploit it?

The UK is both wedded to a planning system, and very critical of its results.
This is another difficult disagreement between developers and Councils. I am
exploring ways that we can reconcile these differences of view and approach
between Councils, Inspectors and developers. We need to control development
in a sensible way and bring demand and supply for new homes into better
balance.

A different take on the summit to the
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BBC

Last night the BBC summit report was bizarre. It was anti UK, anti Mrs May
and anti the USA. It was from the Merkel fan club. So here’s some balance,
reporting on Mrs Merkel as the BBC do on Mrs May and Mr Trump.

“Mrs Merkel chaired the summit badly hampered by her lack of authority at
home. She failed to win a majority at the last election and has to govern in
coalition with her main political enemies, the SPD, the German Labour party
equivalent. She soon faces another election when she is widely expected to
fail again to win a majority. She visibly lost control of the streets of
Hamburg, the city hosting the summit, and had to break off from chairing the
sessions to deal with the problem of many injured police and civil
disturbance on a worrying scale.
Aiming for a diplomatic triumph, she had lectured the USA on the need to
reach an agreement with the others and set the whole summit up as a device to
tame Mr Trump. Instead she failed to get his buy in to her wishes.
Her main policy of promoting the end of carbon fuels was seen as burdening
the world with dear energy. As a result China has insisted on being able to
expand her carbon energy use and the USA has refused to join the Treaty to
limit it.
It emerged from detailed questioning that the EU/Japan trade deal is far from
agreed, with continuing rows over the enforcement mechanisms and limited
progress on tariff reductions.
Meanwhile Mr Trump confirmed the work now underway to create a US/UK trade
deal and expressed enthusiasm to get it through quickly.”

In search of trade deals

In a dramatic coup de theatre the EU decided to announce a possible trade
deal with Japan. They did so with the sound of clicking cameras at the
Hamburg G2o summit in prospect. They did so to embarrass Mr Trump, who has
turned his back on the elaborate and contentious multi country Trans Pacific
Trade Partnership. They did so to tell the UK that after years of no progress
the EU with its Canada deal and it is possible Japan deal is at last willing
to pursue more free trade worldwide.

I would be delighted if the EU did do a proper trade deal with Japan. When we
leave the EU both we and EU have to confirm that each of the EU trade deals
will still apply to the two splitting parts. There is every likelihood that
they will. Only the third country as the co signatory could prevent each
trade deal novating, passing, to both the rest of the EU and the UK
naturally. Why would they wish to reverse something that is in their interest
and which they willingly signed. So if before we leave the EU already has a
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Japanese deal, all well and good.

If you read some of the smaller print about the Agreement, you see that so
far it is fairly narrow, with plenty of remaining issues to sort out. It does
not unfortunately look likely that there will be an EU/Japan deal signed and
operating by March 2019. They have not, for example worked out how any
disputes will be resolved. Japan favours existing arbitration. The EU ants
the ECJ involved. Sound familiar? The EU has sort of promised to remove the
10% tariffs on Japanese cars into the EU market, but it wants to spread the
reduction over a number of years and reserves the right to go slow or cancel
if too many Japanese cars turn up. Japan for her part has promised some
opening of her food market for some EU dairy products.

Any progress is welcome, and should be welcome to the UK leaving the EU. The
lack of agreement over important issues, and the narrowness of the positives
imply this was an announcement put out for dramatic diplomatic effect at this
summit.

Meanwhile Mr Trump could not have been clearer. He wants a good trade
agreement between the US and UK as soon as possible. That’s left the
gloomsters who reject the democratic choice of the Uk saying that we can do
nothing to advance this before we have left! Why not? The only thing we cant
do is to sign the Agreement we are working on. When will they start working
on our side for a change?

What’s the point of a summit?

Mrs Merkel wants compromises to make the G20 “a success”. Compromises are not
always a good idea. The world can accept different countries having different
views and running different systems, as long as they are not threatening to
another. The pictures from the summit are certainly not the ones she had in
mind when she approved the substantial spending to act as host. The decision
to have this meeting of the powerful in a normal city environment has placed
huge strain on the German police, and has provided a worrying set of images
for the easily distracted media who turn their attention to the violence on
the streets rather than to the tired cliches of the communique.

There is of course an important role for personal diplomacy between national
leaders. They can sometimes cut through or change the decisions and moods
between countries. This is more likely to be achieved through bilateral state
visits, bilateral government meetings or even by personal phone call. There
are fewer cases when summits achieve this, though in the margins of the
official agenda national leaders can have bilaterals to fix pressing
problems. Global summits work best when there is a major issue which needs a
co-ordinated or collective response. During the period of madness by the
Central Banks in the western crash of 2008-9 the meeting that agreed
concerted interest rate cuts despite the resistance of the so called
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independent central banks was an important example of political leaders using
an opportunity to shift a policy for the better when their institutions were
doing damage.

This summit has an agenda much like past summits. The US is unwilling to sign
up to the Paris climate change targets, taking the view that if they did they
would be legally bound. In contrast the EU has a history of agreeing to
targets it does not enforce, and China sets targets that allow it to go on
growing its CO2 output. The countries will agree to further action to tackle
tax abuses, but then Mr Trump will fly home to seek to press major tax
reductions through the Congress with a view to repatriating more business and
profits to the USA.

The world economy on which our prosperity depends is not going to be much
affected by this meeting. Crucial to its future is continuing success in
China in avoiding banking problems and the hard landing China’s critics have
been forecasting for several years. The extent of Mr Trump’s reflationary
package and how much he can get through Congress matters a lot. The main
thing to hope for is this summit does no harm to growth, sensible credit
expansion, and the adoption of the new technologies that are revolutionising
our work, play and social fabric.

Controlling public spending

The government has rightly confirmed that a successful economy requires
sensible control of public spending and borrowing. The pressures that require
more to be spent on schools and social care do not mean we can afford to
relax public spending generally. Growth in the economy will generate more tax
revenue to meet the needs of priority services for more money. Action still
needs to be taken to remove less desirable public spending, to root out
waste, and to run the public sector better.

Conscious that many readers here want to see financial discipline in the
public sector, I am today writing about it to give you more opportunity to
state what you think could be better done or removed from the budgets. In the
middle of this current 5 year Parliament the state will no longer have to
send the large gross and net contributions to the EU. From March 2019,
assuming a sensible deal or no deal, we will no longer be sending that money
to the EU. Of course the UK Parliament will wish to spend money on farming,
universities and regional development where we were getting some of our money
back from the EU. This will leave us around £12 bn of the net contribution to
spend, as I explained with my suggested post leave budget before the
referendum vote. This will take some of the pressures off.

There are many other areas to look at to save money. The government could
press on more vigorously with its office and property rationalisation
programme. It can initiate something for something pay deals to promote
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smarter working in return for higher pay. It can do more to cut its demands
for fuel and other supplies.

I voted against HS2. It looks as if we are now committed to that expensive
project. In the light of that the budget of Network Rail should be reviewed.
Network Rail can improve efficiency, dispose of more property assets, and
encourage more use of existing track to boost revenues. There are
opportunities for getting more value for money from the railway budget.

The large overseas aid budget is pledged by Act of Parliament which this
Parliament is unlikely to amend. There should be more scope to include as
part of this budget the many costs the UK already incurs in helping low
income countries and refugees. When our armed forces are undertaking
humanitarian or peacekeeping work for a low income country all their costs
doing that should be part of the overseas aid budget.

Introducing more Right to buy purchases by tenants of social housing would
raise more private capital, to offset the housing budget. There are a range
of public sector assets which could be sold as an alternative to additional
borrowing.


